


MILLÉSIME 2003
Scorching paradox

100% Premiers
et Grands Crus 
52% Chardonnay
48% Pinot Noir

Main Crus : Verzy,
Verzenay, Trépail,

Le Mesnil-Sur-Oger, Avize  

At least 10 years
of ageing on lees
Dosage < 8g/l

THE 2003 VINTAGE

THE ART OF BLENDING  

RECOMMENDATIONS

PACKAGING
Bottle 75 cl with gift box.

Subtle, the Millesime 2003 is charming, alone pre-meal, at the “aperitif”. It will also be 
a charming pairing to a light and natural cuisine, fish and seafood or a flowery cuisine. 
A few suggestions for pairing: monkfish skewers served with a zucchini puree or a 
seafood platter.
 
Temperature of service 8-10°C. / 46-50° F

ALCOHOL MAY BE DAMAGING TO YOUR HEALTH. PLEASE DRINK RESPONSIBLY 
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From a year of weather extremes, the Millesime 2003 is ranked among the rarest and most astounding 
of Champagne.  

The Millesime 2003 began with intense cold and particularly destructive frosts. 
However, it is the heat wave that is remembered, leading to a historically early and 
long harvest.
The heat lead the vines to a phenomenon of preventing the grapes from ripening, 
which was more or less marked depending on the sector of the vineyard. As a result, 
the first round of pruning occurred on 23rd August and the last one concluded on 
15th October. It took one and a half months of harvest to earn quality without 
compromise.

Despite a very low crop due to the destructive frosts in the winter and heat wave in 
the summer, the Maison decides to release a vintage to pay tribute to the challenging 
nature.  
In the cellar, wines revealed a remarkable paradox in profile: they were fine, elegant, 
crisp and airy, which was astounding and unexpected for such a harrowing vintage.  
As a result, to translate this multi-faceted vintage in Champagne, the Maison selected, 
for the blend, Pinot Noirs and Chardonnays from cold terroirs or flush chalk (Verzy, 
Verzenay, Trépail, Le Mesnil-Sur-Oger, Avize).

THE WORD OF THE CELLAR MASTER 

Precision, subtility and finesse characterize this precious vintage. The bouquet reveals 
citrus fruits on a background of dried flowers, followed by intense notes of violet, 
which transitions smoothly into mineral notes. The profile is dynamic, lively with 
pure elegance.
On the palate, freshness and finesse deliver on the aromatic promise. The continuity 
is there and is astounding given the paradox of such a warm year.

«The Vintage 2003 is a rare champagne where the singular beauty of cold lands is told in a year of intense heat.» Alice 
Tétienne, Cellar Master, Vines and wines Director


